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Abstract—Cache-enabled device-to-device (D2D) communica-
tion is a potential approach to tackle the resource shortage
problem. However, public concerns of data privacy and system
security still remain, which thus arises an urgent need for a
reliable caching scheme. Fortunately, federated learning (FL)
with a distributed paradigm provides an effective way to pri-
vacy issue by training a high-quality global model without any
raw data exchanges. Besides the privacy issue, blockchain can
be further introduced into the FL framework to resist the mali-
cious attacks occurred in D2D caching networks. In this study,
we propose a double-layer blockchain-based deep reinforcement
FL (BDRFL) scheme to ensure privacy-preserved and caching-
efficient D2D networks. In BDRFL, a double-layer blockchain
is utilized to further enhance data security. Simulation results
first verify the convergence of the BDRFL-based algorithm, and
then demonstrate that the download latency of the BDRFL-based
caching scheme can be significantly reduced under different types
of attacks when compared to some existing caching policies.

Index Terms—Blockchain, device-to-device (D2D) caching,
federated learning (FL).

I. INTRODUCTION

CONTENT caching is becoming significantly essential in
next-generation wireless networks due to the growing

demands of information requests for user devices. This
predownload method can mitigate the pressure of backhaul
links during peak times and reduce the latency of fetch-
ing content for clients [1]–[4]. Meanwhile, device-to-device
(D2D) communication technology has been proposed recently,
which enables multiple direct transmissions between pairs
of nearby devices in cellular networks [5]; thus, the spec-
trum efficiency can be dramatically improved. Besides, D2D
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communication is an essential mechanism of establishing an
ad hoc communication during a disaster scenario. Borrowing
the D2D communication technology, a promising and attrac-
tive trend is to allow user equipments (UEs) to play an active
role as caching servers; thus, to establish caching-enabled D2D
networks.

In the caching-enabled D2D networks, a mobile user can
get the required contents (e.g., popular videos) from other
neighboring UEs via D2D links, besides from base stations
(BSs) or the server in the core network. In this way, the
network resource (wireless bandwidth and power, etc.) utiliza-
tion could be greatly improved, and the provisioning quality
of service, especially the download latency for UEs should
also be upgraded. Moreover, while the traditional content
distribution network demands high costs for massive users
requiring the same content, the D2D caching is becoming more
cost efficient in wireless networks with high user density [6].
Additionally, due to the recent improvement on battery, stor-
age, and GPU/CPU models of UEs, mobile terminals are
capable of exploiting machine learning algorithms to achieve
a fast and accurate caching policy. Recently, extensive studies
have been developed in designing intelligent caching schemes
based on deep reinforcement learning (DRL). The DRL-based
caching schemes use neural networks to learn the optimal strat-
egy; thus, solving complex multiagent caching problems, when
there are sufficient training data [7], [8].

Although traditional DRL-based schemes are capable of
addressing the accuracy of decision making, there are still sev-
eral challenges unsolved. First, users are reluctant in raw data
sharing when there is a risk of privacy leakage; hence, it may
cause a lack of training data. Furthermore, users tend to be
self-interested, which means fewer users willing to participate
in the D2D caching network when there is no direct reward or
obvious benefit. In order to attract more users to participate in
mobile D2D networks and stay active in the caching systems,
it is thereby crucial to establish a privacy-preserved and secure
caching scheme.

To address the difficulty of designing a privacy-preserved
caching scheme, federated learning (FL) emerges as a promis-
ing alternative for intelligent decision making in the wireless
system without sharing private raw data [9]. As FL only
requires the exchange of weight or gradient of the local model,
the local training data are merely kept in user local storage, and
the terminal and personal privacy can be carefully protected.
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Moreover, the FL is capable of carrying out efficient machine
learning among distributed multiagents by sharing training
models even under the case with insufficient local training
data [10].

Despite these superiorities, one critical challenge faced is
the reliability of model updates in the FL process, especially
in untrusted D2D networks with faults and malicious attacks.
For example, once some D2D nodes do not send the updates
or send fault and fake updates, the accuracy and reliabil-
ity of information exchanges cannot be guaranteed, leading
to a heavy degradation of learning performance. Fortunately,
a technical solution to jointly maintain reliable databases
through decentralization and trustlessness, i.e., blockchain,
can be introduced here. Blockchain as a distributed technol-
ogy is applied to many cryptocurrencies, which has been
proved valid of offering a reliable method for information
tamper-proof [11]. Theoretically, blockchain has the poten-
tial to provide immutable and persistent data records [12] and
serve as an information verification and storage tool in FL.
Besides, a by-product brought by blockchain is to improve
the willingness of users to participate in cache sharing and
model training can be improved.

In this study, we propose a privacy-preserved and secure
D2D caching scheme by exploiting DRL-based FL under
a double-layer blockchain architecture. Simulations are con-
ducted to demonstrate the convergence of blockchain-based
deep reinforcement FL (BDRFL), and verify the performance
gain of compared with several traditional learning-based
caching schemes and a heuristic algorithm-based scheme.
Here, the main contributions of our work are listed as
follows.

1) We formulate the D2D caching problem as a multiagent
Markov decision process (MDP) problem and propose
a novel, privacy-preserved, and secure caching scheme
named BDRFL.

2) We develop an FL with the double-stage cluster-based
framework to establish a reliable learning scheme. This
FL method allows users to train models in a distributed
way without raw data exchange. In addition, we deter-
mine the update method of FL parameters for local
models, area models, and the global model.

3) We exploit a double-layer blockchain architecture to
underpin the above FL. Specifically, multisubchains
based on the Raft consensus mechanism are used to
store area models and stimulate users to participate in
D2D caching. Meanwhile, a mainchain with the practical
Byzantine fault tolerance (PBFT) consensus mechanism
verifies area models to resist the Byzantine failures, thus
ensuring the accuracy of the global model.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
Section II, we overview some related works. The system model
is then described in detail in Section III, followed by pre-
senting the problem formulation and BDRFL-based scheme
in Section IV. We then illustrate the consensus mechanism of
the blockchain and the updating details of the FL model in
Section V. After that, we also conduct extensive simulations
to further evaluate our scheme in Section VI with some
discussions. Finally, we conclude our article in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Learning-Based D2D Caching Schemes

In recent years, numerous research exploit learning meth-
ods to design effective cache schemes with the aim of
assisting traffic offloading and reducing transmission delay.
Jiang et al. [13] emphasized the influence of content popular-
ity distribution and formulated the D2D caching problem as
a multiagent multiarmed bandit learning problem, and solved
it via a centralized Q-learning. Chen and Yang [14] analyzed
the synthesis of user preferences as well as content popularity.
They predict the behavior of each user and update the caching
strategy of Q-learning. To tackle the challenge of large action
space, a DQN-based caching scheme optimization method is
proposed in [15] by learning the preferences of the users and
analyzing the similarity between the users and their neigh-
bors. Similarly, Li et al. [16] used long short-term memory
(LSTM) to learn user behaviors and DQN to update the state
value function.

The majority of existing schemes do not consider privacy
and security, while only a few related works are privacy
friendly of user information. Kumar et al. [17] proposed a
distributed Q-learning resource reservation framework based
on multi D2D controllers. As users only share their privacy
with the trusted neighbors, the risk of privacy leakage can be
mitigated to some extent. A novel weighted distributed DQN
is proposed for edge caching replacement optimization in [18],
where each BS trains its own DQN model based on the local
data. Besides, they use a reward-based adaptive boosting man-
ner to update the global model. Unfortunately, once failures or
attacks (like a malicious node send fake updates) happen, the
caching system is easily crashing, if no consensus mechanism
adopted in the caching scheme.

B. Blockchain-Enabled D2D Caching Schemes

A few recent works propose to incorporate the blockchain
into FL to ensure the D2D caching performance under scenar-
ios with attacks or failures.

Most of the relevant works focus on how to estab-
lish a blockchain-based platform for incentivizing users in
caching networks without considering the benefits brings by
blockchain in improving security. The partial PBFT (pPBFT)-
based blockchains are proposed in the smart contract-based
cache delivery markets by Zhang et al. [19] and [20]. In
these caching networks, UEs get rewards from the cache
provider for content delivery. Meanwhile, the blockchains
merely work as distributed ledgers to save the content service
list. Liu et al. [21] developed a multiaccess edge comput-
ing (MEC)-enabled blockchain framework, where the UEs
play the role of the miners and resort to the nearby edge
nodes for performing the computation-intensive Proof of Work
(PoW) puzzle and content caching. There is one work [22]
that improves the performance of caching policy by using
the blockchain to resist failures, where FL and PBFT-based
blockchain are combined; thus, the data and local model can
be verified, retrieved, and shared securely. Besides, users can
get rewards from the blockchain to improve their willingness
of sharing content.
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Fig. 1. Three different caching schemes in the communication community,
1) self-caching, 2) D2D-caching, and 3) BS transmission.

However, because of the massive user number, it is
exceptionally complex to use the pPBFT or PBFT consensus
in a large-scale caching sharing network. Besides, proof-based
consensus with high computing and storage consumption is
hard to run at the side of mobile equipment. Therefore,
when designing an efficient and privacy-preserved FL caching
scheme, it is necessary to develop a permissioned blockchain
consensus that can incentivize UEs in large-scale networks.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. D2D Network

We consider that a D2D network consisting of a central
BS and multiple UEs with caching capability. Each UE can
transmit cached contents to its neighbors via D2D links [13].
Moreover, we assume that the BS can retrieve any content
items from the core network, and all the required contents
can be obtained from the BS. Let U = {1, 2, . . . , κ} be
the set of UEs covered by the BS. For a specific UE u, it
requests content from the item library F = {1, 2, . . . , β} with
the size of each item CF = {ς1, ς2, . . . , ςβ}. Moreover, let
CU = {c1, c2, . . . , cκ } be the set of storage capacity of UEs.
When UE u requests for item f , it first broadcasts this request
to the nearby UEs. The UEs with the required item f in their
storage send a reply. Then, the UE u chooses the nearest UE
(the item holder) to obtain this content. If no UE replies to
the request, BS should respond to the request.

We do not consider the UE mobility in this work; thus,
the locations of UEs are unchangeable. Denote the distance
between UE u and UE v as du,v. UE u can connect to UE v only
if du,v < Rd2d, where Rd2d represents the D2D communication
range threshold. Table I gives the list of important notations
used in this study.

B. Content Caching Schemes

In this work, we consider three possible caching models as
shown in Fig. 1, including self-caching, D2D-caching, and BS
transmission.

1) Self-Caching: When UE u requires content items, it
will first check whether the exact cache has been
cached in the local storage. The request will be satisfied
immediately if the local cache hits.

2) D2D-Caching: If the required content items are not
cached at the local device, UE u will search the nearby

TABLE I
LIST OF IMPORTANT NOTATIONS

devices that are located within the radius of RD2D trying
to get the required item. If all the UEs in this communi-
cation coverage do not have the requested content items,
the request cannot be met. Note that a UE with needed
caching can meet the requests of multiple UEs.

3) BS Transmission: BS transmission will be the last
method for UE u to obtain the desired content when nei-
ther Self-caching nor D2D-caching hits the requirement.
The BS will receive the request of UE u and transmit
items from the server in the core network.

C. Transmission Latency

There are two kinds of transmission links: 1) D2D link and
2) BS-UE link. Therefore, we discuss the two transmission
scenarios separately.

We assume that both the wireless bandwidth and trans-
mit power are evenly allocated among the multiple serving
devices. For the D2D link, let SNRu,v = Pd2d · Gu,v/σ

2
N rep-

resent signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), where Pd2d denotes the
transmission power of the user device, Gu,v represents the
channel gain of D2D transmission, and σ 2

N is the Gaussian
white noise power. Furthermore, for the channel gain of D2D
transmission, we have Gu,v = kd2d · d−εd2d

u,v , where kd2d and
εd2d denote the path-loss constant and exponent of the D2D
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link, respectively. The transmission rate of a D2D pair UE
u and v is ωu,v = Bd2d · log2(1 + SNRu,v), where available
Bd2d is the bandwidth of the D2D link. Therefore, the latency
for UE u to fetch item from UE v is τ

f
uv = ςf /ωu,v. For the

BS-UE link, we use a similar way to calculate SNR SNRu,0
and transmission rate ωu,0 of UE u. Unlike the D2D link, UE
u cannot directly fetch item f from the BS. Before the BS
transmits an item to UE, it first retrieves this item from the
core network. We assume this retrieve delay as a constant ε.
Hence, the transmission latency for u getting item f from BS
is τ

f
u0 = ςf /ωu,0 + ε.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND DRL-BASED

MODEL TRAINING

In this section, to minimize the total transmission latency
of all UEs in the D2D caching system, we model this cache
scheme design as a multiagent MDP problem. Then, we
propose a DRL-based local model training process.

A. Problem Formulation

Based on the system model described in Section II, the
caching scheme design should be formulated as a multiagent
MDP problem as follows.

1) Action: In this system, UE can cache multiple content
items in one period. Denote Au = {au,1, au,2, âĂę, au,β} as a
set of actions for whether UE u caches content items or not.
Specifically, au,f ∈ {0, 1} is a binary decision variable, where
UE u caches item f if au,f = 1 and au,f = 0 otherwise. Note
that the total size of the cached content items cannot exceed
the storage capacity cu of UE u, i.e.,

∑β

f =1 ςf · au,f ≤ cu.
2) State: The state of UE u at the time tth is denoted

as Su = {Pu,Qu}. Here, Pu = {pu,1, pu,2, . . . , pu,β} is
the local content popularity in the area χ , while Qu =
{qu,1, qu,2, . . . , qu,β} is the local cache hitting rate. The local
content popularity and local item hit-rate are determined by
UE u and its neighbors. The request rate of content f is
pt

u,f = (nt
u,f /[

∑β

f =1 nt
s,f ]), where nt

u,f is the number of requests
for item f . Besides, qt

u,f = (mt
u,f /nt

ue) is the local hit-rate of
item f , where mt

u,f is the number of UEs fetch item f from
UE u, and nue is the total number of UE u’s neighbors.

3) Reward and Return: The transmission latency of UE u
for caching content item f at time t is given by

�t
u,f =

(
1 − at

u,f

)
·
⎡

⎣Zt
u,f + τ

f
u0 ·

∏

μ∈N (u)

(
1 − at

μ,f

)
⎤

⎦ (1)

where N (u) denotes the credible potential neighbors of u, μ is
the UE with the μth lowest latency for sending content items
to UE u, and Zt

u,f denotes the lowest latency of UE u to fetch
the content item f from N (u), which is given by

Zt
u,f =

|N (u)|∑

u=1

⎛

⎝τ f
u,μ ·

μ−1∏

ν=1

(
1 − at

ν,f

)
at
μ,f

⎞

⎠ (2)

where
∏μ−1

ν=1 (1 − at
ν,f )a

t
μ,f is the indicator function with the

meaning that no UE can fetch content faster than μ. When
μ is larger than the total number of neighbors, it means that

no UE in N (u) caches the content item f . In addition, when
UE u fetches item f , the transmission latency reduction can
be calculated by

Yt
u,f = τ

f
u0 − �t

u,f . (3)

If at
u,f = 1, UE u caches the content item f . In other words,

the request should be satisfied immediately by the self-caching.
If

∏μ−1
ν=1 (1 − at

ν,f )a
t
μ,f = 1, UE μ will deliver item f to UE u

through the D2D link. Otherwise, UE u will fetch the content
item from BS with

∏|N (u)|
ν=1 (1 − at

ν,f ) = 1. Therefore, based
on (4), we have

Yt
u,f =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

τ
f
u0, self − cache

τ
f
uμ, D2D − cache

0, otherwise.
(4)

The total reduction of the transmission latency for UE u in
round t is defined as

Yt
u

(
at

u,1, . . . , at
u,f

)
=

β∑

f =1

bt
u,f · Yt

u,f

+
β∑

f =1

∑

μ∈N (u)

at
μ,f · bt

u,f · Yt
u,f (5)

where bt
u,f ∈ {0, 1} is a binary decision variable that indicates

whether UE u requests for content items f at time t.
Therefore, for all the participated UEs, the total reduction

of the transmission latency for self-cache and D2D-cache can
be given by

Yt
(
at

1, . . . , at
u
) =

κ∑

u=1

β∑

f =1

bt
u,f · Yt

u,f

+
κ∑

u=1

β∑

f =1

∑

μ∈N (u)

at
μ,f · bt

u,f · Yt
i,f . (6)

The total reward that can be cooperatively obtained by UEs
is given as

Rt
(
at

1, . . . , at
u
) = 1

|N (u)|Yt
(
at

1, . . . , at
u
)

= 1

|N (u)|
κ∑

u=1

β∑

f =1

bt
u,f · Yt

u,f

+ 1

|N (u)|
κ∑

u=1

β∑

f =1

∑

μ∈N (u)

at
μ,f · bt

u,f · Yt
i,f .

(7)

In order to ensure the highest overall reward, some UEs
may sacrifice their own storage space to meet the needs of
others. Hence, in some cases, the content transmission latency
of partial UEs could be relatively high. To avoid this problem,
we add a constraint that the maximum average latency for each
UE to fetch an item cannot exceed the threshold τmax.

The goal of the UEs is to cooperatively distribute content by
selecting actions in a way that maximizes future returns (com-
posed of the short-term rewards and long-term rewards). In this
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scheme, we assume that the future returns are discounted by
a factor of γ per time step, 0 < γ < 1.

Thus, the future discounted return at time t is denoted as
R̂t, and is shown as

R̂t = Rt + γ Rt+1 + γ 2Rt+2 + γ 3Rt+3 + · · ·

=
m−1∑

i=0

γ iRt+i + γ mR̂t+m. (8)

B. DRL-Based Local Model Training

In this study,there are three kinds of models in our proposed
BDRFL, which are: 1) the local model; 2) area model; and
3) global model. The parameter of the global model is updated
by utilizing the area models, as there are several areas in this
D2D network. Each area model is updated by using multiple
local models in the area leader’s coverage area. Meanwhile,
each UE uses the local data to train its local model. In this
part, we illustrate the DRL-based local model training process.
The area model and the global model update are elaborated in
Section V.

The basic idea behind the majority of value-based
RL is to estimate the action-value function. As actions
{At+1,At+2,At+3, . . .} and state {St+1,St+2,St+3, . . .} are
integrated out, only observations At = at and St = st remain.
The action-value function is as follows:

Qπ (st, at) = E
[
R̂t|St = st,At = at

]
(9)

where Qπ is the return of taking action at in the current state
st, which is related to the policy function π . Moreover, we
eliminate the influence of the strategy function on the choice
of return action and maximize Qπ . The optimal action-value
function is

Q∗(st, at) = max
π

Qπ (st, at) (10)

where Q∗ is independent of the strategy function, which rep-
resents the expected return of the best action A� in state S .
Whatever policy function π is performed, the result of taking
action at at state st cannot be better than Q∗(st, at). Moreover,
we approximate the optimal action-value function Q∗(st, at)

by Q(st, at; w), where w is a neural network parameter. Note
that all actions are scored by the optimal action-value function
to select the best action.

Facing the large state space and action space in our D2D
caching problems, traditional RL methods are difficult to accu-
rately estimate action value [23]. The value-based DRL uses
neural networks to approximate the action value, thus to effec-
tively tackle the large state space and action space. While
the majority of value-based methods, such as original DQN
and nature DQN, easily lead to overoptimistic value estimates,
double DQN (DDQN) eliminates the problem of overestima-
tion by using two different value functions to decouple the
selection and the evaluation [24]. Therefore, we use DDQN in
this work to reduce the impact of nonuniform overestimation
and yield more accurate value estimates. At time t, the state
space, action space, reward, and the next state can be packed as
a transition (st, at, rt, st+1). Moreover, we use a larger buffer
with capacity nb to store these samples. Note that only recent

nt transitions are stored in a replay buffer, and old transitions
will be removed. Furthermore, we use the stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) scheme to randomly sample a transition from
the buffer to compute the TD error and then calculate the
stochastic gradient. The expected future return E[R̂t] param-
eterized by the weight w is denoted as Q(st, at; w), and is
given by

Q(st, at; w) ≈ rt + γ Q(st+1, at+1; w). (11)

In DDQN, the best action selection is given

a∗ = argmax
x

Q(st+1, a; w). (12)

The evaluation in DDQN using the TD target network is

yt = rt + γ · max
a

Q
(
st+1, a∗; w−)

(13)

where w− is the parameter of the TD target network, the struc-
ture of the TD target network is the same as that of the DQN.
Moreover, γ helps to balance the short-term reward and long-
term reward. DDQN aims to shorten the difference between
w− and w by minimizing the loss function. The loss function
is given by

Lt(w) = 1

2

[
Q(st, at; w) − yt

]2 = δ2
t

2
(14)

where δt is the target error.
We draw samples randomly from the pool of reply buffer.

Then, we use the loss to update w as per the following rule:

wu,t+1 = wu,t − α · gu,t = wu,t − α · ∂
(
δ2

t /2
)

∂w

= wu,t − α · δt · ∂Q(st, at; w)

∂w
(15)

where gt is the stochastic gradient and α denotes the learn-
ing rate. The DDQN-based algorithm for content delivery
optimization is summarized in Algorithm 1.

V. PRIVACY-PRESERVED AND SECURE BDRFL CACHING

SCHEME DESIGN

FL is a good alternative that enables UEs learning without
any centralized server [25]. Also, it is a solution for limit-
ing raw data transfer and accelerating learning processes of
UEs [26]. However, various failures may occur in these dis-
tributed D2D caching systems. Basically, these failures can be
divided into three classifications.

1) Crash Failure: The crash is termed a fail stop, and it
makes no further process. The crash failure is serious
and comes without any signal.

2) Omission Failure: A node fails to do partial expected
processes (like the sending process, receiving process,
etc.). Once an omission failure happens, the UE will
report the error.

3) Byzantine Failure: A node exhibits arbitrary, erratic, and
unexpected behaviors. Moreover, these behaviors may be
malicious and disruptive.

These failures seriously interfere with the learning process.
Fortunately, the blockchain is capable of enabling FL coor-
dination under failures by utilizing the consensus mechanism,
and it has been proved validation of offering a reliable method
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Fig. 2. Blockchain and FL framework of the D2D caching system.

Fig. 3. Blockchain-empowered federated model update flowchart.

for information tamperproof [11], [27]–[29]. Therefore, with
the aim to enhance data privacy while improving the trans-
parency and credibility of D2D caching systems, we propose
a double-layer blockchain architecture in BDRFL to underpin
an efficient D2D caching scheme, as shown in Fig. 2. The
sublayer Raft-based blockchains help UEs to reach consensus
under crash and omission failures in the large-scale sublayer
network, while the PBFT consensus is capable of detect-
ing Byzantine failures in the small-scale mainlayer network.
To achieve this secure and intelligent D2D caching frame-
work, five steps are involved in our proposed BDRFL under
the double-layer blockchain architecture, including the task
and requirements publication, appropriate UE selection, local
model training, area model update and recording, and finally

global model update and recording, as shown in the flowchart
of Fig. 3. In the following, let us illustrate these steps.

A. Task and Requirements Publication

The task publisher broadcasts FL tasks and determines the
key requirements. Specifically, starting from the round 0, the
publisher packages the initial weight parameters of global
model wg and the initial state to the first block, i.e., block
0. If UEs intend to join the task training and satisfy the data
requirement, they need to send their participation requests,
identity code, data resources information, and other relevant
information (e.g., CPU/GPU model, storage, and battery).
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Algorithm 1 DQN to Implement the Optimization of Content
Delivery

1: Initialize the parameter of models wu, u ∈ U , the tar-
get networks of UEs with random weights w−

u , reply
memories nb,u, capacity cu and discount factor γ .

2: for epsiode T = 1, ..., m do
3: for u = 1, ..., κ do
4: Select an action au,t which is the best Q-value action

or random action.
5: Input the initial transmit power Pu, the chan-

nel gain Gu, the D2D range rd2d, the distance
from user u to its neighbors duv, namely Iu =
{Pu, Gu, rd2d, duv}, v ∈ Nu.

6: Request for content f .
7: Fetch content item and calculate the reduction value

of latency Yu,t.
8: if cache sharing stage end then
9: Observe a new state s

′
u.

10: end if
11: end for
12: Yt = 1

κ

∑κ
u=1 Yu,t.

13: Observe the reward rt according to Yt, ru,t = rt.
14: for u = 1, ..., κ do
15: Store the transition {su, au, ru, s

′
u}.

16: Calculate the target loss according to (13), perform
a gradient descent step on (14), thus to update wu

17: Every j step update the w−
u of target network.

18: end for
19: end for

B. Appropriate UE Selection

Appropriate UEs are chosen by the task publisher.
According to the identity code and additional information,
such as computing power, storage size, and battery size, the
task publisher determines whether UEs have the ability to par-
ticipate in cache sharing and model training. The approved
UEs U participate in the initial round.

C. Local Model Training

The approved UEs in each area execute the sublayer Raft
consensus and elect an area leader from their neighbors. The
area leaders are UEs with the best cache hit rate and strong
computing power. The leader in each area first downloads the
global model from the nearest block of the mainchain and
broadcasts it to nearby UEs. Subsequently, UEs U predict and
cache the item that may request by themselves and their neigh-
bors. In the cache sharing slot, UEs fetch required content in
the order of self-caching, D2D-caching then BS-transmission.
The UEs update the local cache popularity and local cache
hit rate after all content requests from UEs are satisfied in the
sharing slot. Next, the average latency reduction of users can
be calculated, which is used to update the reward. At time t,
every UE packs their state space, action space, reward, and the
next state as a transition (st, at, rt, st+1). Each UE has a larger
buffer with a capacity nb that is used to store its own transi-
tions. Only recent n samples are stored in the replay buffer, and
old transitions will be removed. Each UE randomly samples a

transaction from their buffer to compute the TD error, thus to
update the weights of its local model. After all local models
are updated, the parameter of local models and some publicly
available information, such as training data size, training time,
and local content popularity, are sent to the area leaders.

D. Area Model Update and Recording

The sublayer area leaders are in charge of the verification
of local gradients and area models update. These leaders are
elected by UEs in each area by executing the Raft consensus.
Each area leader maintains an area model.

Specifically, sublayer leaders receive the local models from
UEs in their coverage area. Then, the leaders check whether
the training speed υu,t matches to the training time τu,t and
training data size ςu,t, thus to determine the authenticity of
a local model, υu,t = (ςu,t/τu,t). If the speed is within the
normal training speed range υmin < υu,t < υmax, the model
will be certified as a reasonable update. Only those verified
local models can be used to update the area models. The
updated area model and additional information (such as the
number of content distributions, training time, and training
data size) in each area are recorded in the corresponding sub-
layer blockchain as reliable and tamper-proof transactions for
future verification and updates. According to the number of
content distributions for others, UEs get some rewards that
can be an amount of virtual currency from the task publisher,
which encourages more UEs to participate in this D2D caching
system.

E. Global Model Update and Recording

There is one global leader each round takes charge of global
model update. The sublayer leaders execute PBFT consensus
and take turns to be the mainlayer leader. Once the mainlayer
leader received a request for area model verification, it first
checks the loss between the previous global model and each
area model. Subsequently, the global leader tests the cache hit
rate to evaluate the cache prediction performance of these area
models. If both the loss la,r and the hit rate qa,r are in rational
ranges, this area model can be utilized in the global model
update. Once the global leader completes the model update, it
broadcasts the update to area leaders, and area leaders check
the update by testing the cache hit rate. Only over half of
the leaders confirm the validity of the model, and the updated
model can be determined as the new global model. Then, the
global leader packs the verified global model and additional
information (e.g., area model gradient) into the mainchain. The
global leader UE can get some rewards from the blockchain
for package data and update blocks.

VI. CONSENSUS MECHANISM AND FEDERATED

LEARNING MODEL UPDATE

In this section, we first investigate the consensus mechanism
of the double-layer blockchain system, and then discuss how
the FL model is updated in this framework.

A. Double-Layer Blockchain Consensus Mechanism

There are three classifications of failures in the D2D caching
system, which are the crash failure, omission failure, and
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Byzantine failure. Among these failures, the Byzantine failure
is most difficult to detect and can cause a vital impact on the
caching network security. With the aim of building a reliable
and secure D2D caching scheme, we consider the existence of
Byzantine failures in this study. However, most of the consen-
sus mechanisms that can detect Byzantine failures are energy
intensive and costly, such as PoW and Proof of Stake (PoS).
Limited by the low computing capability of user devices, these
mechanisms cannot be directly applied to our scheme. Besides,
the numerous sublayer nodes also bring exponential growth
of consensus complexity when using PBFT or BFT bino-
mial. Therefore, a new blockchain framework and appropriate
consensus mechanisms should be explored in this work. In
this study, we proposed a double-layer blockchain-empowered
FL. The sublayer Raft-based blockchains only consider the
crash and omission failures, while the PBFT-based mainchain
resolves the Byzantine failure.

In order to allow more users to participate in D2D caching
while taking the reliability of the model into account, for
the subchains, we require this algorithm has strong consis-
tency and high consensus efficiency, regularly ensuring live-
ness, observing system status, and distributing machine data.
Besides, this algorithm-based system should be maintained,
and coordinated independently and rationally. Moreover, it
should be easily implemented to allow devices with low com-
puting power to quickly reach a consensus. Fortunately, these
standards are consistent with the characteristics of the Raft,
which prompts us to choose it.

For the mainchain, we implement the PBFT consensus mech-
anism to prevent the global model from being severely affected
by malicious nodes. The number of nodes in the mainchain
can be greatly reduced after supernodes are selected out from
several areas. The computational complexity of using the PBFT
can thus be decreased due to the few nodes for the consensus
process, which makes it applicable for the mainchain.

In this way, the subchains can resolve the crash and omis-
sion failures and help UEs reach consensus in a short slot,
while the mainchain resists Byzantine failures caused by
malicious UEs.

B. FL Area Model Update in Subchain Layer

There are three categories of nodes in Raft consensus, say-
ing leader, candidate, and follower [30]. Each area can only
select one leader UE that with the highest cache hit rate and
strong computing power from all the UEs within this clus-
ter region, and then the rest of UEs become follower nodes.
Candidate nodes are followers at the intermediate state trying
to become the next leader node.

The FL model update in sublayer is composed of two stages.
1) Leader Election Stage: The leader UE in each cluster

sends heartbeats to all followers. If followers cannot
receive the heartbeats of the leader within the elec-
tion timeout period, the leader election will be initiated.
These followers transfer to the candidate state and
update their term numbers. A follower first votes for
itself and then sends RequestVoteRPC, which is a set of
data about its information to request other nodes to vote

Algorithm 2 Model Update Process in Sublayer FL With
Blockchain

1: Initialize the parameter of global model wg, the local mod-
els of UEs with random weights wu, u ∈ U , weights of
area models wua, ua ∈ Ua, reply memories nb,u, cache
capacity cu and discount factor γ .

2: for time T=1, ..., m do
3: for u = 1, ..., κ do
4: Download the global model.
5: Select a joint action au,t = max

a
Q{su,t, au, wu}.

6: Input the initial transmit power, the channel gain, the
D2D range, the distance from user u to its neighbors
duv, namely Su = {Pu,Qu}, v ∈ N (u).

7: Observe the environment state s
′
u.

8: Get reward rl.
9: Update the parameters of the local model.

10: Upload information and model to leader ua ∈ Ua.
11: end for
12: Implement Raft consensus and elect new leaders.
13: for ua = 1, ...ι do
14: Varificate updates.
15: Perform model update step on (16).
16: Pack updated model and additional information into

the new block of sublayer blockchain.
17: end for
18: end for

for this follower. When it wins the majority of votes, it
will become the new leader and regularly send heartbeats
to all followers to maintain its rule.

2) FL Model Update Stage: The leader UE starts to receive
information from other neighbor UEs, including local
models and some extra information. Then, the leader
checks whether the training speed matches to the train-
ing time and data size, thus to determine the authenticity
of a local model. Only those verified local models can
be utilized in the area model update. The area model
update function is shown as follows:

wt+1
ua

= wt
ua

− α ·
∑

u∈N (ua)

sn,u

Sa
· gu,t (16)

where wt
ua

is the weight parameters of area model
updated by leader UE ua, Sa denotes the total size
of training data samples from UEs in area a, Sa =∑

u∈N (u) sn,u, and gu,t is the gradient of the local model
trained by UE u. The updated area model and the rel-
evant information are packed into a new block in the
sublayer blockchain. These data sets are transparent so
that can be checked and verified. The model update pro-
cess in sublayer layer FL with blockchain is summarized
in Algorithm 2.

C. FL Global Model Update in Mainchain Layer

In the PBFT-based mainchain, the nodes are divided into
two categories: 1) primary node and 2) child node [31]. Only
area leaders are involved in the mainlayer global model and
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Algorithm 3 Model Update Process in Mainlayer FL With
Blockchain

1: for Round=1, ..., r do
2: for ua = 1, ..., ι do
3: Fetch area updates of every cluster.
4: Verify update model and data.
5: end for
6: Implement PBFT consensus and a area leader UE

become a new global leader ug.
7: for u = ug do
8: Perform global model update step on (17).
9: Pack updates and additional data to the mainchain.

10: end for
11: end for

mainchain update. The area leaders become the global leader
in a round-robin mode. That means, there is merely one pri-
mary node each time, and other area leader UEs perform as
the child nodes. All nodes are capable of communicating with
each other. The ultimate goal is that all sublayer leaders reach a
consensus on a principle of the minority obeying the majority.

Once the primary node received a request for area model
verification, it first checks the loss between the previous global
model and every area model, and then evaluates the cache
prediction performance of these models. Only well-performed
area models with normal loss and cache hit rate are used to
update the global model. Then, the primary node broadcasts
the verification request to all the child nodes. Here, we should
note that the maximum number of malicious nodes in PBFT
that can be tolerated is f = (na − 1)/2, where na is the total
number of sublayer leader UEs. Unlike the Raft, child UEs in
PBFT have the right to question the reliability and rationality
of the primary UE. After the primary UE analyzes all area
models and updates parameters of the global model, the child
UEs can test the update by using it to predict cache. Though
checking the cache hit rate, the child UEs determine whether
the model update is valid, reasonable, and effective. The global
model update has a longer update time slot, after area models
update several times, the global model update once, it is capa-
ble of avoiding the waste of communication resources. The
update function of global model is given by

wr+1
g =

ι∑

ua=1

wr
ua

ι
(17)

where wr+1
g is the weight parameters of global model at

round r + 1. The model update process in mainlayer FL with
blockchain is detailed in Algorithm 3.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed
BDRFL scheme through simulations.

We compare our proposed BDRFL caching scheme with the
four following caching schemes.

1) Centralized DQN-Based Scheme: This scheme collects
and utilizes all users’ information to train a DQN model
by a central server [16].

Fig. 4. Training process of BDRFL under different learning rate.

Fig. 5. Training process of BDRFL with different DQN-based methods.

2) Distributed DQN-Based Scheme: Cluster leader UEs
collect neighbor UEs’ information and update mod-
els independently, and each leader maintains a learning
model [17].

3) FL-Based Scheme: This scheme uses FL in model train-
ing, and each UE maintains a local model. All the local
models are utilized to update the global model [18].

4) Zipf Random: UEs randomly cache content with an
assumption that the content popularity obeys Zipf
distribution.

We consider crash, omission, and Byzantine failures in this D2D
caching network. All these failures are caused by attacks. In our
simulations, a crash failure is that a UE halts all the activities
(such as cache sharing and model training). A UE that stops
updating the model or sending training data for ten rounds is
the omission failure. The Byzantine failure is that a malicious
UE randomly generates fake model updates/training data.

A. Simulation Setting

We consider a cache-enabled D2D network scenario with a
total of three clusters covering five UEs for each. All UEs
have the same capacity with the size of cu = 1000 MB.
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Fig. 6. Reduced value of average latency under different UE numbers. (a) Comparisons of latency reduction without any failure. (b) Comparisons of latency
reduction under the crash failure. (c) Comparisons of latency reduction under the omission failure. (d) Comparisons of latency reduction under the Byzantine
failure.

There are ten types of contents with the same size. Moreover,
we assume that UEs can communicate with each other in
the same area via D2D links. The number of requested con-
tents of a UE in a round is randomly generated within
[1, 3]. The request pattern of a certain UE is modeled
by the Zipf distribution. We set different content popu-
larity parameters based on the heterogeneous preferences
of UEs.

The details of DQN networks in this simulation are set as
follows. The input layer neural number, the hidden layer neu-
ral number, and that of the output layer are 20, 10, and 10,
respectively. We use Tanh as the activation function from the
input layer to the hidden layer, and the activation function from
the hidden layer to the output layer is ReLU. The size of the
reply buffer is set to 100 and the number of transitions used
to calculate the target loss is set to 5. The training process
under different learning rate are shown as Fig. 4, and we fix
the learning rate α as 0.001 with the influence factor γ = 0.1
in the other following simulation.

B. Numerical Results

Then, we compare the average reward of BDRFL when
using three different DQN-based methods, which are the
original DQN-based, nature DQN-based, and DDQN-based

methods in the scenario without any failure, shown as Fig. 5.
From this figure, we find that the DDQN-based method always
outperforms the other two methods in terms of reward con-
vergence. This is because the original DQN and nature DQN
always choose the action with the optimal value at the next
decision slot to update the Q function, which leads to an
overestimation issue.

We first evaluate the average download latency reduction of
fetching items for the five schemes. Fig. 6(a) shows the latency
reduction of these five caching schemes under the scenario
without any failure. The average latency reduction of these
five schemes all increases with the UE number. It is because
the cache sharing network performs better under the higher
user density. The latency reduction of the BDRFL-based
caching scheme shows the fastest increase, while the FL-based
scheme and distributed DRL-based scheme show similar
performance. Meanwhile, applying the distributed DRL-based
caching scheme only brings a bit more latency reduction
than applying the worst schemes of Zipf random. The reason
is the BDRFL, distributed DRL, and FL can achieve satis-
factory model training and caching prediction without raw
data sharing. However, the centralized DRL-based scheme
requires global information, which cannot be shared in this
simulation.
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In order to evaluate the performance under the scenario with
a crash failure, we compare the reduced transmission latency
of these five schemes while there is a UE accidentally fail stop
and cannot recover. From Fig. 6(b), we find that our proposed
BDRFL caching scheme always outperforms than other four
schemes in terms of average latency reduction. That is because
the impact of the crash failure is minimized via blockchain
consensus by canceling the qualification of that fail-stop UE.
Besides, the crashed UE should be replaced by a qualified
normal node. However, the other four schemes cannot detect
and replace this failure node, thus the crashed UE does not
cache and distribute content in the network.

Then, we assess the impact of the omission failure for the
five caching schemes. Fig. 6(c) shows the reduced latency
while a UE does not update the model or sharing the train-
ing data. From this figure, we find that the BDRFL caching
scheme and the FL caching scheme achieve a similar latency
reduction, which is larger than that of the other three schemes.
It is because that FL helps the failure UE to replace the local
bad-performance model with an updated global model via area
leader broadcasting.

With the aim of evaluating the impact of the Byzantine
failure, we compare the reduced transmission latency of the
BDRFL scheme with the other four schemes in the scenario
that a malicious node in the system randomly generates fake
model updates/training data. Fig. 6(d) shows that the latency
reduction of the BDRFL scheme increases significantly with
the number of UEs, which is almost the same as that in the
nonfailure scenario, but much higher than that of the other
schemes. The reason is that the introduced blockchain in
BDRFL is capable to verify model updates and detect mali-
cious UEs. Only well-performed models are used to update
the global model; hence, BDRFL can ensure the valid global
model update and achieve satisfied performance. Besides, the
qualification of the malicious UE is canceled and a new qual-
ified UE is permitted to participate in, thus to eliminate the
impact of malicious UEs on the cache sharing network.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this study, we have developed an intelligent and privacy-
preserving caching scheme BDRFL in the D2D network.
BDRFL is based on a framework of FL underpinned by
a double-layer blockchain system. We have illustrated the
blockchain consensus of each layers, and streamlined the pro-
cess of BDRFL including FL model training as well as model
data recording on blockchain. We have conducted simula-
tions in scenarios with and without malicious attacks, where
numerical demonstrated both the improvements of caching
performance and the reliability of resisting attacks. In general,
this work can be seen as a pioneer to explore the interplay of
blockchain and FL, thus to develop an intelligent and trusted
caching scheme under an unreliable wireless network.
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